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Who we are
❑

Care Partners is a community-based non-profit
hospice and palliative care provider founded in
Washington County
We serve patients
and families in 5
counties in the
greater Portland area

❑

❑
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❑

Census is 50-60%
cancer patients

35-year history of serving all patients regardless of ability
to pay
Our Mission: To provide exceptional care without
exception

Four Years Ago…
We realized that the population in our area was increasingly diverse
– Latino

Washington County has the highest
concentration of Latino immigrants at
17% of the total population

– Russian
– Chinese, Korean, Vietnamese
– Nepalese, East African

…but we were not doing focused outreach to any of these communities,
nor were any of our materials available in languages other than English
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Perceptions of Hospice in Some Immigrant
Cultures
❑
❑

❑
❑

Hospice is about removing options and care; it further
disadvantages already marginalized individuals/communities
In some Latino communities, Hospicio refers to a place where
individuals are sent to die, not a supportive home care
service that works with families to keep the patient at home.
Accepting hospice may be seen as abandoning one’s
responsibility to care for family members.
There may be a belief that sharing information about patient
prognosis will result in earlier death.

Perceptions of hospice are not homogenous. They differ both
within and between communities.
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The journey begins
Capacity Building
❑ People
❑ Processes
❑ Training
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Building Capacity
Dedicated full-time community outreach position

– Sourced from AmeriCorps through Jesuit Volunteer Corps NW
– $20K annual stipend
– Each year a new volunteer comes on board with different background, skills
& interests
– 5 volunteers since 2014 (4 from immigrant communities)

Equity and Inclusion Committee
Language interpretation
Contracts and training
Spanish language answering service
Written materials in native languages
Admission binders
Education materials
Brochures
Grief is a universal experience
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Most Recent Outreach Coordinator
Profiles
❑

Sheryl Cherian (2017)
– Graduate of University of Notre Dame with
study abroad in Mexico
– Pre-Med
– Conversational Spanish; fluent in Malayalam
(Indian dialect)

❑

Elisabeth Sitio (2018)
– Graduate of Gonzaga University
– Interest in healthcare career
– Bilingual English/Spanish
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New Services Initiated
❑

Phone service improvements for Spanish-speaking
callers
– Changed phone tree to include directions in Spanish as well as
English; option to select Spanish-speaking operator for
assistance
– Once families were directed appropriately, followed up with
trained translators

❑

Medication labeling project
– Designed color-coding system for
medication bottles based on
symptom category
– Labels printed in both Spanish
and English
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Case Study 1
❑

❑
❑
❑
❑

❑

Undocumented young man
(mid-30s) with progressive central
nervous system disease.
Mexican national. Not eligible for
health insurance
Non-verbal, incontinent,
dependent in ADLS and mobility
Staying in back seat of brother’s
car during work hours
Hospice eligible, but unable to
remain in home during daytime
hours due to family member
employment

Care Partners located a facility willing to admit him and
added our services to their care
Generated trust in our intentions and follow-though
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Community Education & Organizing
Responsibilities (General)

2017-18 Focus

• Outreach to Latino and immigrant
health, religious, social
organizations to educate re:
hospice/palliative care, grief &
loss, community resources,
caregiving skills

• Continued collaboration with
Virginia Garcia
“Illumina Una Vida”
Monthly Tabling & Zumba
Healthy Cooking Class
Hospice & Palliative Presentations
for VG Clinical Staff and Community
Outreach Team with Care Partners
Nurses
• Interdisciplinary Bereavement
Presentation
• Goal: Staff/Community Grief
Group
•
•
•
•
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Community Education & Organizing, cont’d
Responsibilities (General)
❑

Outreach to Latino and immigrant
health, religious, social
organizations to educate re:
hospice/palliative care, grief &
loss, community resources,
caregiving skills

2017-18 Focus
• Expansion of immigrant
community outreach via
relationships with new
organizational partners
• Asian Health & Service Center
(AHSC)
• Cantonese Senior Health
Education Workshop Presentation
(with interpreter)
• Educational presentation for staff
case managers
• Immigrant Refugee Community
Organization (IRCO)
• Attended “Senior Lunches” to
build relationships with case
managers and get to know clients
• Two presentations for IRCO Senior
Services staff case managers

Community Education & Organizing, cont’d
Responsibilities (General)

– Serve as liaison between
immigrant communities
and Care Partners

2017-18 Focus
Brochure Translation Project
❑ Collaborated with IRCO, AHSC and
Virginia Garcia to trans-create our
hospice & palliative care
informational brochures into 6
languages:
– Spanish (VG)
– Russian, Nepali (IRCO)
– Vietnamese, Chinese, Korean
(AHSC)
❑

Attention to culturally-sensitive
language and images within endof-life context

Care Partners also trained language interpreters in end-of-life concepts so
they could more effectively help with challenging conversations without
becoming overwhelmed

Forward Momentum!
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Internal Staff Development
Responsibilities (General)

– Provide education for
hospice staff regarding
needs of immigrant
communities on how to
address and overcome
cultural barriers

2017-18 Focus
❑

Monthly Equity & Inclusion
Committee meetings
– “Building Equity Together”
theme
– Identity wheel activity

Identity Exercise
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Further Progress!
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Direct Client Services
Responsibilities (General)

– Volunteer visits to
immigrant patients/
families
– Patient navigation services

2017-18 Focus
❑
❑

Weekly caseload of 4-5
patients as hospice volunteer
Applied for and fulfilled
culturally-specific wish grants
for two patients

Case Study 2
❑
❑
❑

❑

Latino male, late 80s with COPD and CHF
Wife has her own health issues that affect her caregiving abilities
We brought a mariachi band to his home to play for his birthday
celebration
Increased our visit frequency to
support wife as she is recovering
from hip replacement surgery
(respite care declined)

Patient is alive and doing well under
care
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Case Study 3
❑
❑

Latino man, mid-40s who had worked in the US for many years
developed glioblastoma
Parents living in Mexico applied twice for visa to visit him and were
turned down
– We approached Senator Ron Wyden’s office to reverse the decision

❑
❑

In the meantime, patient improved sufficiently that he and his
wife were considering returning to Mexico
Family confided wishes to JV in her patient navigator role

Travel was completed successfully and patient passed away at home
with family members under care of local medical team
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Case Study 4
❑

❑
❑
❑

❑
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Korean male, late 80s, with
metastatic thyroid cancer
causing open wound in throat
Patient strongly wished to
remain independent
Care Partners chaplain liaised
with Korean Church pastor
Family spoke limited English,
but patient declined outside
translator
Nurse formed a trusted
relationship with the
patient’s family

Patient and family agreed on Red Flag plan with hospice RN and
MD to enable a peaceful and comfortable death

The Journey Continues…
Summary of learnings:
•
Success in cultural diversity
involves building capacity
(people, processes, training,
partnerships)
•
Grief is universal and
bereavement can be a bridge
•
Improving care for
immigrants improves care
for all
We are looking forward to:
•
Adding more immigrant
community members to our
board and staff
•
Continued collaboration with
healthcare organizations
serving immigrant community
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Reflections on Cultural Humility
Questions
Observations from your experience
Other insights
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